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Abstract 

 
Many deltaic systems have been described in passive shelf settings, but the narrow, eastern Trinidad shelf has been tectonically active 
throughout the late Tertiary and into the Quaternary, undergoing both extension and shortening. Paralic and shelf reservoir sand 
distribution and geometry have been significantly influenced by both structuring and strong offshore current activity, as well as large 
forced and unforced regressions. These deposits hold significant shallow gas across the region, but the complexity of their distribution 
and architecture is poorly understood. A large merged 3D seismic survey (~10,000 sq km) was integrated with well penetrations 
across the modern shelf to examine the near-modern basin fill and examine the influence of structuring on the morphology and 
architecture these systems. Key horizons mapped across the area allow attribute imaging of the modern sediments which preserve a 
record of shelf evolution. Of particular interest are the reservoir elements, such as channels and channel belts, tidally inundated 
interfluves, shelf delta topsets, interdistributary areas, and ridge and swale topography. The channels, which are ubiquitous across the 
shelf during lowstand times, show vivid patterns of avulsion and lateral migration. They range from 1-4 km wide to smaller channels 
of less than 100 meters in width. Several active listric faults interact with landward and basinward migration of shoreline during base 
level changes to influence depositional systems. Quantitative data on systems tract architectural elements, including spatial orientation 
and distribution, should significantly improve 3D modeling of these reservoirs and improve understanding of sand distribution and the 
processes of sediment transfer from proximal sources to shelf staging areas. 







Cumulative (marine) oil production from 1955-2003: 1,666,425,203 barrels
Cumulative gas production 1908-2003: 11,713,443,579 mscf
Source: Ministry of Energy & Energy Industries 28 April, 2003



18 kabp, sea level was about 100 m lower than today
The North Brazil/Guyana littoral current has been active since 6.5 kabp



-my study area 78 km from shore, 150 km to the shelf edge, 
-300-600 ft water depth
-all collected since 2000
-25 X 25 line/trace spacing; so resolution should be less than 75 m
-whole set was mega-merged by the companies before handing it over to us; so 
I don’t have the finer details of how all the data went together.
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Small meandering channel



548ms just above ELS surface



Across faults along broad channels
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